
Invitation from: Chairperson, Scientific Program Committee 

As we all know AIOTA is regularly organizing annual national          
conferences to update members on recent advances and research in          
the areas of vivid interest. This is the largest reunion of students and             
occupational therapists coming from different parts of the world to          
share as well as to enhance their knowledge in the field of occupational             
therapy. I would like to remind you that the first such national            
conference was organized by Mrs. Nimbkar, the Founder President of          
AIOTA, in 1953 at Mumbai. Under her guidance on November 14th           
1950 the Occupational Therapy Center with First OT School in India           

and Asia imparting Diploma Program was inaugurated by Union Health Minister Rajkumari Amrit             
Kaur, at K.E.M. hospital, Mumbai with Mrs. Nimbkar as its Hon. Director.  

It gives me a great pleasure to welcome you all to the 57th annual national conference as                 
OTICON’2020 organized by Occupational Therapy School & Center, Seth GSMC & KEMH, the first OT               
College in Asia, in collaboration with Mumbai Branch of AIOTA. And I hope this would certainly be a                  
grand success with the support of Organizing Secretary, Prof. (Dr.) Jayashri Shripad Kale. 

I wish to take this opportunity to welcome all the Occupational Therapists from each corner of India                 
and overseas and hope their active participation in this conference. I invite all the scholars to                
present their paper and participate in various events like poster presentation, street play, mini              
movies. I would like to invite all the students of KEM OT College to get involved with full                  
enthusiasm and fill colors in cultural events.  

The theme of this year’s conference is ‘Agility, Mobility, Stability, Ability, Cognition - Towards              
Functional Independence’ with a goal to maximize ones functional independence over time            
ensuring that the individual can participate fully in life situations that are meaningful and              
purposeful. Whether experiencing a physical disability or not, participation in activities of daily             
living or life occupations is essential to health and well-being.  

The scientific sessions as well as COTE will be organized live and as a webinar. However webinar                 
registrations will be open only for overseas delegates. I am pleased to announce that some newer                
awards have been added in this conference. For detailed instructions on scientific submissions for              
OTICON’2020 you are requested to refer to the “Scientific Program Guidelines” and “Sample             
OTICON Abstract” documents.  

Personally, I feel one absorbs information best when the surroundings are congenial. During this              
session in the city of dreams, you have the most pleasant framework possible. As hosts, you have an                  
obliging and hospitable organization, the first OT College of Asia. I expect your maximum             
participation to make this event a unique one. 

I wish everyone a successful and fruitful conference. 
Warm regards and Best wishes, 
 
Dr. Amitabh Kishor Dwivedi, 
 Chairperson, Scientific Program Committee, OTICON’2020 


